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Introduction 

 
As the National Association of Broadcasters event (NAB) strides into its 90th birthday 

healthy and strong it serves as a classic example of how sound planning strategies can 

maintain the ongoing integrity and value of an exhibition serving a wide diversity of 

technologies, audiences, and marketing sectors. 

 

In a proliferating and rapidly evolving industry such as broadcasting, the challenge is 

particularly acute to maintain relevance and currency.  NAB here shares insights into 

creating and maintaining its successful ontology as a mega event. 

Adopt, adapt, and be adept 

Typically, large events such as NAB tend to be horizontal in nature, embracing a diverse 

mix of exhibitor constituencies with blends of technologies/products in various phases of life 

cycles, surrounding an older core group of senior or founding exhibitors that may often be 

on the downside of their product life cycles or formulating strategies to maintain their own 

relevance and place within the industry. 

 

This core remains as a magnet for an important and loyal attendee segment following 

issues particular to them, and a drawing force for new exhibiting entrants representing 

business clusters contiguous to, or outgrowths from, broadcasting per se. 

 

At the same time, these industry subsections, especially those with fresh, emerging 

technologies tangential to the core base, are adopted by the event, drawing different 

attendee interest groups of their own.  Maintaining a sense of cohesiveness and market 

relevance across the overall event then becomes an ongoing challenge.  The widening 

spectrum of vertically-oriented interests forces the mega event to adapt to the flux of new 

entrants, and find innovative ways to integrate and weave them into the whole. 

 

Furthermore, any new and emerging vertical subsector entrant may be a “flash in the pan” 

so to speak, or grow to become a major, established base of its own within the show. The 

event must quickly discern, prioritize and target emerging subsectors, adopting them all, 

but adapting strategies, particularly event positioning and messaging strategies, as the 
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industry subsector situation clarifies itself, and in its own way begins to redefine the nature 

of the event as a whole. 

 

The accelerating, almost breathtaking, rate of change happening within broadcasting in 

recent years is a two-edged sword: on one hand it drives an eager, strong attendance since 

meaningful change is a big attendee draw; on the other hand it exacerbates the adeptness 

factor for NAB, forcing to adopt and adapt at an ever-increasing tempo. 

 

The large event has massive inertia to begin with. The simple logistics of coordination at 

such a large scale consumes huge personnel resources from the organizer, and often the 

path of least resistance is to simply “do what we did last time” with some tweaks to manage 

obvious change, but without a long term strategy that would take the event out of a reactive 

mode and into a more anticipatory mode.  The pace of change within broadcasting has 

certainly narrowed the window for accurate anticipatory planning, but NAB manages to do 

so, adeptly. 

 

To summarize the overview of the mega event: 

 Consider your large event as a collection of individual, loosely-connected events 

under one roof; diligently treat each of them according to their particular needs and 

issues. 

 

 You must deal with a multifaceted gathering of exhibitor and attendee bases – all of 

which need specific nurturing, value, and growth optimization.  In this way you 

anticipate and defuse retention problems; siloed vertical clusters can become prone 

to become spinoff events unless they can see clear value under your roof. 

 

 To see that value, important vertical clusters need their own complete ecosystem to 

come into place: the ecosystem components consist of a good representation of 

sellers, and a meaningful potential buying audience to insure a productive “fit,” 

complemented by providers, programming and organizer support. 

 

 Successful long term event strategy has to project and map industry/market trends. 

Anticipate and identify emerging trends and technologies, solicit them with open 

arms, adopt and adapt quickly. 
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How NAB’s long-term strategy identifies relevant vertical growth segments 
based on industry trends 

This latter point on mapping industry trends is the key to continuing event relevance. 

 

NAB’s beginnings were based on tube driven technologies serving a select few 

broadcasting entities where the latest tech would be something like big boom mikes. 

 

Then began the tsunami of change: Technology and consumer media habits began 

evolving, including the proliferation of new media channels and platforms based on public 

and proprietary cable services and the Internet; then the wholesale transition from analog 

to digital and now into HD and 3-D, plus the evolution and proliferation of content into new 

and narrower constituencies such as religious broadcasting; and finally all this being 

impacted by the move to individualized consumption of entertainment on ever-smaller 

mobile devices. 

 

With these manifold arenas of change, whole classes of broadcasting tools and technology 

became obsolete and product life cycles shortened, pressuring the older, grandfathered 

exhibitor core base.  From the marketing side, price-points of industry transactions 

declined, threatening profitability. There was massive pressure on the supply side, forcing 

changes in their culture and business models.  And it’s still happening. 

 

NAB’s long term strategy must now include how to deal with paradigm shifts presently 

emerging in the industry. Not only in technology and programming content, but also how 

revenue and business models are changing. For example, the new broadcasting platforms 

are no longer advertising-driven in the classic sense and new revenue models must 

necessarily come into play. Furthermore, the basic economics are ever more consumer-

driven (causing companies like Apple to move elsewhere), and the old marketing and 

pricing formulations no longer dominate industry transactions. 

 

Since the trade show is essentially an arena where buy-sell transactions are at the heart of 

everything NAB must work expeditiously to make sure the business dynamics on the show 

floor are in sync with the new marketing realities of the industry. 
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How does NAB cope?  First, they had their hands on the pulse of emerging trends early on 

and then dedicated resources to do so effectively in an ongoing manner. Today, for 

instance, there is a dedicated staff that works solely to create partnerships with NAB’s 

vertical segments and their corresponding trade press. 

 

Since the trade press represents specific NAB audience sectors and delivers their own 

trends analyses to those sectors, having a communications lock with publishers gives NAB 

the opportunity to probe for things like market nuances and ferret out embargoed 

intelligence such as emerging R&D in the sectors, and do so a full step ahead of the overall 

industry. There is also the opportunity to discern, in a shorter term, which segments are 

showing strength and which might be in decline. 

Cultivating strategic accounts 

NAB established a new position at the vice-president level to collaborate with selected 

accounts determined to be strategically important to the event. These accounts may involve 

long-term exhibitors or leading exhibitors representing key emergent growth technologies 

that have the prospect of developing a strong presence as a subsector in the future. 

 

By strategic accounts, NAB does not mean exhibitors with upward mobility in terms of 

sales.  Rather, these accounts are the ones strategically in a position to provide in-depth 

industry intelligence based on their role in their sectors or in their developing technology. 

 

Typically, strategic accounts are bellwether brands within their own industries. Taken 

together they represent a sampling of the full scope of the event – a microcosm of what the 

show contains. The primary benefit to NAB is, again, intelligence – digging in at deep levels 

as to how their businesses are being directed within the context of the overall industry and 

where they are headed in the future. 

 

The point here is this is yet another way NAB reflects a necessary willingness by 

organizers to staff in a preemptive manner to gather intelligence and maintain personal 

alliances with constituencies critical to the event, and to insure their needs and insights 

regarding event value are addressed.  Simply put, “We get in bed with the players, listen to 

their own strategic planning, and see how we can provide the support they need.” 
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Research – filling in the picture 

Formal strategic research serves multiple needs at NAB. To begin, on a regular basis NAB 

conducts quantitative post-show research, “just to keep our finger on the pulse.” 

 

More important, fit assessment studies are also conducted to reveal if the exhibitor-

attendee groupings are truly symbiotic, and to reveal gaps in either side (exhibitor 

groupings and attendee audiences) that need to be filled or reinforced.  Results will direct 

priorities in promotional and recruitment messaging.  Here, deeper questions relating to 

trending and new technologies can also be probed. 

 

This year NAB also conducted focus groups of attendees at the event to deeply probe 

issues regarding event value, programming, fit, and unmet needs. Focus groups also 

provide important feedback regarding NAB’s brand perceptions and show relevancy. 

 

Additionally, in-depth interviews were conducted with select outside industry experts and 

consultants who are part of NAB’s Program Advisory Committee to define what constitutes 

the leading edge elements in areas such as new broadcast media, content, technology, 

and markets. These objective experts (not embedded in the association or its event 

management) provide the visionary thinking component and future-based perspective 

critical for gaining a view of the industry’s place and its role in the longer-term future. 

 

Finally, every two or three years NAB will launch an intensive industry needs analysis, done 

privately, based on extensive interviewing and mapping industry forecasts. By identifying 

current and pending industry needs, the organizer can proactively move to fill them on the 

show floor before a new event can be hatched to do so. NAB again puts it concisely: “From 

all this we get clues, and then we need to pick the winners.” 

 

The winners are the companies or sectors that will represent the next generation of 

leadership within broadcasting.  NAB works hard, first to identify those entities, and then to 

make a deliberate effort to engage them. 

 

An example from the standpoint of a potential leadership sector, might be cloud computing. 

NAB asked itself if the cloud would matter to broadcasting since there is massive content to 

be stored and server capacities to platforms will grow in demand.  They then introduced 
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cloud computing as a focus of attention at the show.  Examples of leading companies 

within a segment like cloud computing are Cisco, IBM or Verizon – not traditional broadcast 

technology companies, but key in terms of their role as part of broadcasting’s infrastructure 

of the future. 

 

Only time will tell if the cloud is a winner, but NAB allows itself “wiggle room” to experiment 

and invest into targeting new technologies like the cloud that could find meaningful 

expression at the event. As NAB puts it, “In a way, we play a matchmaker role in the 

industry, and that puts us in the forefront; there was little to gain by waiting for the cloud to 

come to us, so we offered them a forum.” 

 

In summary, all of these research activities come together in a “process of analysis” so 

NAB can arrive at the correct points of consensus to strategically maintain relevancy of its 

event across all its fronts, and project that relevancy into the future. 

Providing the program 

The program platform – keynotes, education, and forums – is an important integrating 

thread that weaves itself throughout the full scope of the event; sometimes it can bind 

opportunities for cross-pollination by bringing disparate groupings together under mutual-

interest topics, or creating common-interest arenas or pavilions that serve to activate new 

mixes of buyer-seller contact. 

 

The program is also an important opportunity for giving exposure to “newness” elements 

that can amplify those technologies or sectors in ascendancy. 

 

At the same time it is important that all interest groupings on the floor are represented with 

high-interest and high-value educational platforms at levels that serve their own objectives. 

At risk here are the older, established core groupings that may not be within the “what’s 

happening now” circle. They need dedicated attention. 

 

At NAB, the Program Advisory Committee is comprised of outside volunteers dedicated to 

serving the needs of the event’s exhibitor base and its attendee draw. The committee is 

non-politicized in terms of the organization so all elements within the event receive 
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appropriate consideration, and there is more than adequate representation of visionaries 

from “disruptive” technologies and markets focused on the future of broadcasting. The 

committee is charged with keeping abreast with new technologies and market forces and, 

being “advisory,” serves as an important consultative source. 

Protecting the core 

Core traditional broadcasting attendee and exhibitor segments at NAB are given special 

consideration.  Many are senior-level members of the association or serve on the Exhibitor 

Advisory Committee.  In many events they represent the major group that drives the show 

financially and NAB is no exception. 

 

The key point is to be sure they are not disenfranchised, and NAB works to “connect the 

dots” between the core group and the overall event, especially from a fit assessment 

standpoint and – importantly – meaningful inclusion in the planning of programming 

content. They are deliberately positioned in consultative, partnering roles and the dialogue 

with them is elevated in importance.  The result is that they are able to maintain their place 

as the cornerstone “show within the show” to the mutual benefit of their own interests and 

the event itself. 

Promoting the brand and defining the position 

NAB as a brand has no issues.  Like Coca-Cola it has roughly a century’s worth of 

established, positive equity and immediate recognition. Nonetheless, NAB keeps regular 

tabs on how the brand is perceived by all of its key constituencies. Most larger established 

events enjoy similar advantages as to branding equity. 

 

As for positioning, we have mentioned earlier that as the industry subsector situation 

evolves and clarifies itself, in its own way it begins to redefine the nature of the event as a 

whole. Positioning strategy, and positioning messaging, must then be constantly modified 

so as to position the event as the industry’s only clairvoyant voice. 

 

Positioning messaging then becomes a kind of ballet of both marketing to and headlining 

the key sectors who are defining the industry, while positioning the event itself as 

choreographer of the dance. NAB, like many successful associations, has had a long-
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standing relationship with their marketing agency, who stays current with market changes 

and plays an important consultative role in NAB’s positioning strategy and messaging as 

the industry and its markets continue to evolve. 

 

History tells us that large shows can become “entrapped” by the limits of their current 

brand.  Although there were multiple reasons for the demise of COMDEX, one of the 

primary factors was that it was trapped in its perception as the PC Show, and when the PC 

market commoditized, the show eventually collapsed.  NAB has avoided being trapped as a 

brand dedicated solely to its core traditional broadcast market by staying ahead of market 

trends to maintain relevancy, taking risks on sectors that may or may not eventually prove 

successful, and investing in the level of programming elements required to incubate, grow 

and support each new sector. 

Conclusion 

NAB says it all with one sentence: “We must lead the industry, not just reflect it.”  It 

is this mantra that keeps the NAB Show relevant and vital to both core and evolving 

market segments it serves. 
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